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ENGINEERING METROLOGY

fTime :3 hours

Maximum ma*s : 100)

PART-A'
(tvtaxin1urn ma*s : 10)

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences.

2 marks.

l. Define the term'Accuracy''"

2. Name two ffis of mechanical comptrator.

3. List the uses of tool maker's microscope.

4. Define machine vision systnn.

5. Name any fou angular instr.unents.

Each question carries

Marks

(5x2: l0)

(5x6 = 30)

Ir.r.cl.

PARI - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

Answer any fNe questions from the following. Each question caries 6 marks.

l. Describe any six types of measurement method.

2. Define Enge, sensitivity, tue value, error.

3. Illustate the principle of auto - collimator.

4. Sketch and explain the working of adjustable type snap gauge.

5. Specify the important features of co - ordinate measuring machine.

6. Explain about the working principle of Sine bar.

7. Explain the use of computers in metologr.
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PART _.-.C

Marimum marks : 60)
(Answer ane futl question from each unit. Each fulr question carries

UNrr - I
(a) Describe about univenal suface gauge with sketch-

(b) Sketch and explain the working of a vemier height gauge.

.On
(a) Describe about the uses of combination set.

(b) Illustrate the usage of a micrometer depth gauge.

Urur _ II
(a) Illushate the angle measuring proced*re by using vemier clinometer.
(b) Draw a vemier bevel protactor and name its parts.

On

(a) Dscuss about the qpecifications and materials of a sine bar, arso specify its
principle with a sketch.

(b) summarise the procedure to measure angle of a .v, groove by using balls.

UNrr - III
(a) Illustrate the working procedure of a zigmatype mechanical comparator.
(b) Explain about c-L.A- and R.M.S. method of surface roughness measurement.

On
Vm (a) Describe about the working of Michelson's interferometer with sketch.

(b) Sketch and explain optical compuxator.

Urvn - IV

IX (a) Explain about any four types of CMM.
(b) Write ttre applications of Rblrnaker's microscope.

On

X (a) Sketch a length bar measuring machine, locate its parts and specify its uses.
(b) Explain about the universal measudng machine.

15 marks.)
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